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ABSTRACT 

Titanium dioxide/reduced graphene oxide (TiO2-rGO) composites were synthesized at different 

loadings of carbonaceous phase, characterized and used as anode materials in Lithium-ion cells, 

focusing not only on the high rate capability but also on the simplicity and low cost of the electrode 

production. It was therefore chosen to use commercial TiO2, GO was synthesized from graphite, 

adsorbed onto TiO2 and reduced to rGO following a chemical, a photocatalytic and an in situ 

photocatalytic procedure. The synthesized materials were in-depth characterized with a multi-

technique approach and the electrochemical performances were correlated i) to an effective 

reduction of the GO oxidized moieties and ii) to the maintenance of the 2D geometry of the final 

graphenic structure observed. TiO2-rGO obtained with the first two procedures showed good cycle 

stability, high capacity and impressive rate capability particularly at 10% GO loading. The 

photocatalytic reduction applied in situ on preassembled electrodes showed similarly good results 

reaching the goal of a further simplification of the anode production. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The Li-ion batteries world has undergone marked changes during the last years, and it is 

continuously evolving. Limited initially by the high price, as Asian manufactures started to compete 

in this field after the year 2000, the cells price has drastically lowered [1] as a consequence of the 

increased commercial diffusion (from 2 GWh in 2000 to 34 GWh in 2012). Moreover, in the last 

few years the application field of the Li-ion systems has been extended from electronics and 

portable devices to the transportation field. This kind of cell is actually replacing the NiMH 

technology especially in hybrid and micro-Hybrid Electric Vehicles (micro-HEVs) [2-4]. Hybrid 

vehicles are today the 3% of all cars, but the most recent studies predict that their number will 

quickly increase in the next few years [2].  

 As for HEV mobility, the main requirement of the accumulator is the high power density, 

while energy density is secondary [3]. In this context safety comes out to be of paramount 

importance [1]. 

 To optimize the Li-ion system with respect to the recalled requirements, new electrode 

materials have to be considered, in particular regarding the anode aiming at substituting graphite, 

the currently most employed anode material, which cannot sustain the high currents needed to reach 

high power and is limited from the safety viewpoint [5]. Recently, the attention of researchers has 

focused on titanium oxide, in particular its crystallographic form anatase [3,4,6-10,13], due to its 

high chemical stability, low cost, environmental sustainability, combined to interesting 

electrochemical performances, including a higher charging potential that prevents lithium dendrite 

formation. In fact, TiO2 is intrinsically safer than graphite (showing a reversible intercalation of Li-

ions at about 1.5 V vs. Li+/Li) while delivering comparable theoretical capacity (around 335 mAh g-

1). Moreover, it reveals enhanced stability and long cycle life thanks to the negligible lattice 

changes during reactions [11]. 
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A major drawback of TiO2 is its poor conductivity. Some authors proposed different 

methods to overcome the poor TiO2 anode conductivity, as embedding noble metal nano-particles 

on TiO2 fibers [12] or nanostructuring TiO2 and adding a C layer [13,14]. However, all these 

synthesis approaches are not suitable for an industrial scale-up, very few authors evaluated the 

industrial feasibility of the reported processes [5]. 

A huge number of references is present in the literature regarding the coupling of graphene 

species to TiO2, where graphene acts as an electronic conductivity enhancer [6,7,11, 15-23]. 

Commonly, the TiO2 synthesis is carried out directly in situ on the graphene sheets[6,7,11,15,16, 

21,22,23]. Ren et al. [18] and Zhen at al. [19] reported the advantage of the use of reduced graphene 

oxide produced by means of a hydrothermal approach, which is currently a widely diffuse 

technology in the chemical industrial field, but is characterized by high energy cost. Sun et al. [20] 

reported the use of a TiO2-reduced graphene oxide composite obtained in alkaline hydrothermal 

conditions as anodic material in LIBs, but they only partially characterized the obtained material 

and did not investigate the specific capacity of this material at high C-rate. Recently, Xie et al. [17] , 

aiming at the development of a simple and cost-effective way for synthesizing TiO2/graphene 

composites, presented a one-step, one-pot solvothermal method to directly obtain TiO2/graphene. 

Just for sake of completeness, we report the use of TiO2-graphene hybrids produced by mechanical 

ball-milling mixing of the two phases as electroactive materials in magnesium-ion batteries [24]. 

The present work reports the results we have obtained, up to now, on the preparation of a 

TiO2-graphene composite as anodic active material for high power Li ion cells. Such material 

should also be easily up-scalable to industrial level, being this aspect a key issue to the realistic 

application of Li-ion batteries in the automotive field [3,5]. 

The material preparation must be therefore simple and inexpensive. With this scope in mind, 

commercial anatase as raw material has been used, so to start with a product disposable in high 

quantities in the commerce while the added GO was prepared following previous studies. The 
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experimental investigations regard the characterization of samples obtained by different GO 

reduction strategies (chemical, photocatalytic and in situ photocatalytic) aiming at the optimization 

of an effective and easily scalable method to obtain high conductivity anodic material.  

A similar approach has never been adopted before for Li-ion battery applications. Beyond 

the cited work of Xie et al. [17], representing an effective improvement in the TiO2/graphene 

preparation, Qiu et al. [15] reported a one-pot hydrothermal route to obtain TiO2 on a commercial 

graphene. At the best of our knowledge, only two examples are reported in the literature, regarding 

different applications [25,26].  

We also used a high current (1C) for the first galvanostatic cycles during the electrochemical 

performance. The results obtained give good grounds to think that the “formation” (that is the first 

charge, of a freshly prepared battery, corresponding to the lithiation of TiO2 in our case) will be 

effective at currents higher than those use in industry practice (e.g. C/10). 

Additional experimental work was carried out to optimize the quantity of graphene added to 

TiO2 obtaining markedly good results, at the same level as those reported in the previously cited 

literature.  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1. Synthesis 

 TiO2 Hombikat N100 (Sachtleben, Germany), a commercial anatase nanopowder 

specifically developed for photocatalytic applications with a Specific Surface Area (SSA) equal to 

100 m2 g–1, was used as starting material for the synthesis of TiO2-rGO composites. GO to be 

adsorbed onto the TiO2 nanoparticles was synthesized by chemical exfoliation of graphite (graphite 

natural powder, briquetting grade, Alfa Aesar) previously oxidized with KMnO4 in acidic media 

(H2SO4, H3PO4) according to the modified Hummers and Staudemaier’s method [27,28] proposed 

by Huang et al. [29]. The GO suspensions obtained were purified by means of dialysis. Details on 
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the synthesis are reported in Minella et al. [30]. The amount of carbon in the obtained suspension 

was evaluated by measuring the concentration of total organic carbon (TOC) in diluted GO 

suspensions. This value was used to tune the carbon loading of TiO2-rGO to 5% w/w for a 

comparison among the different reduction strategies. In addition, for the samples obtained by 

chemical and photocatalytic reduction different carbon loads were investigated ranging from 0.5% 

to 20% w/w. The addition of the desired amount of GO to the TiO2 suspension destabilized the 

colloid due to the adsorption of GO on the titania surface causing the precipitation of the TiO2-GO 

phase. The TiO2-GO composite obtained was successively reduced following two different 

procedures (see below) to get TiO2-rGO composites. The acronyms used to identify the produced 

samples are reported in Table 1. 

 The chemical reduction was carried out adding drop wise and under vigorous stirring 

hydrazine monohydrate to the TiO2-GO suspension. The suspension was left under stirring at room 

temperature for 10 hours and its color turned from brownish to dark grey.  

 The photocatalytic reduction of TiO2-GO composite was carried out in three following steps 

i) adding methanol to the suspension, ii) transferring it in a glass Pyrex cell, iii) bubbling ultrapure 

nitrogen to completely remove the oxygen, and finally iv) UV irradiating the suspension with a 

Philips PL-S 9W/2P PLB (irradiation time: 12 hours; irradiation power: 85 W m–2 in the 300-400 

nm range). During irradiation, TiO2 absorbs photons with energy greater that its band gap so 

promoting a band to band transition with formation of valence band holes (h+
vb), which are 

immediately scavenged by the large excess of methanol, and conduction band electrons (e–
cb) which 

reduced the GO oxidized moieties. 

 At the end of the reductive step, all the suspensions were collected and purified with the 

same process. They were separated by centrifugation, washed with ultrapure water, dried at 373 K 

for 1 hour and grinded.  
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 An additional sample, TiO2-rGO(photEL), was obtained preparing the anode with the TiO2-

GO composite and performing the GO photocatalytic reduction in nitrogen atmosphere directly on 

the pre-assembled electrode. 

 

2.2. Structural characterization 

 Specific surface area and pore volume distribution were determined using respectively the 

Brunauer, Emmet, Teller (BET) and the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) methods after that nitrogen 

adsorption–desorption isotherms at 77 K of the outgassed powders were collected with an ASAP 

2010 Micromeritics instrument. Samples morphology was investigated by means of a high-

resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM, JEOL JEM 3010), equipped with a LaB6 

source with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. The thermal stability of the samples was evaluated 

by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) with a TGA/SDTA-851 thermal balance (Mettler Toledo) 

both in anoxic atmosphere (ultrapure N2, 60 cm3 min–1) and in air. The heating of the samples was 

carried out from r.t. to 800 °C with a 10 °C min–1 heating rate. The crystallographic composition of 

all the synthesized materials was evaluated with a XRD Philips X’pert Pro spectrometer (Bragg-

Brentano geometry) equipped with a Cu(K α) source (λ = 1,54 Å, 45 kV, 40 mA). The spectra were 

recorded in the 5-90 ° 2θ interval with a step size of 0,0167 ° and an acquisition time per step of 80 

seconds. The Raman spectra of a selection of the synthesized samples were recorded with a micro-

Raman spectrometer Labram Hrvis HR800 (Jobin Yvon) equipped with an optical microscope 

Olympus BX41 and a solid state Nd laser (λ=532 nm, 100 mW, 2 cm-1 resolution with the adopted 

1800 grooves mm–1). 

The XPS analysis was carried out not only to confirm the elemental composition of the produced 

samples, but also to exploit the superior energy resolution of the ESCA-XPS technique to 

investigate the nature of the chemical bonds of the TiO2-GO and TiO2-rGO samples. The XPS 

spectra were recorded on pelletized samples with a VSW TA10 non-monochromatic Mg Kα X-ray 
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source (1253.6 eV) equipped with a VSW Class 100 Concentric Hemispherical Analyzer. The 

deconvolution of the C1s signal recorded on TiO2-GO and TiO2-rGO (5%) produced with the 

different reduction methods were carried out by using Gaussian components. The assignation of the 

signals obtained from the C1s peak fitting to the related type of chemical bond was done on the 

basis of the data reported in literature [31,32 and reference therein]. 

 

2.3.Electrochemical testing 

 Electrochemical tests were carried out on disk electrodes (1 cm diameter, about 1 mg of 

active material mass), cut from a thin film obtained as follow. A N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, 

Aldrich) based slurry of the as-prepared TiO2-rGO (or TiO2-GO for TiO2-rGO(photEL) sample) 

was mixed with acetylene black (Shawinigan Black AB50, Chevron Corp., USA) as electronic 

conduction enhancer and poly-(vinylidenefluoride) as binder (PVdF, Solvay Solef-6020), in the 

weight ratio of 70:20:10. The mixture was then deposited over a copper foil as current collector 

using a standard “doctor blade” technique. After the evaporation of the solvent, the film was hot 

pressed (10 minutes at 70 °C and 200 bar) in order to improve the adhesion, cut into disks and 

outgassed, then transferred into an Ar filled dry glove-box (MBraun Labstar, H2O and O2 content < 

1 ppm) for cell assembly The disks, loaded with 0.9 mg approximately of active material 

constituted the working electrodes having a surface of 0.8 cm2 hence the electrode loading is of 

1.1 mg/cm2. Polypropylene three-electrode T-cells were assembled by contacting in sequence the 

working electrode (having the above describe composition), a 1.0 M lithium perchlorate (LiClO4, 

Aldrich) in a 1:1 w/w% mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC, Fluka) and diethyl carbonate (DEC, 

Aldrich) electrolyte soaked on a Whatman® GF/A separator and a lithium foil (high purity lithium 

foils, Chemetall Foote corporation) counter electrode. An additional lithium foil, acting as the 

reference electrode, was placed at the third opening of T-cell when cyclic voltammetry tests were 

carried out. Galvanostatic discharge/charge cycling tests and cyclic voltammetry characterization 
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were performed at ambient temperature using an Arbin instrument battery testing system model BT-

2000. The galvanostatic discharge/charge cycles were carried out at current regimes ranging from 

1C to 40C (1C = 335 mAg-1) between the cut off potentials of 1.0 and 3.0 V vs. Li+/Li. Both charge 

and discharge were set at the same C-rate. In the tests, discharge refers to the lithium insertion 

process in the working electrode, while charge refers to the lithium de-insertion process. During the 

cyclic voltammetries, carried out on newly assembled cells, the electrode potential was scanned 

between 1.0 and 3.0 V vs Li+/Li at 0.1 mV s-1. The scan started from the cell open circuit potential 

(OCP) towards lower potential values. The cycles were repeated generally five times to ensure that 

the processes had a constant ongoing. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Structural and morphological investigation 

Fig.1 shows the X-Ray diffractogram of TiO2 N100, TiO2-GO and TiO2-rGO (chemical and 

photocatalytic reduction at 5% carbon loading) and of the briquetting grade graphite, raw material 

for the synthesis of GO. First of all, no peaks due to the presence of graphite are present in all the 

spectra of the composites (see as an example the absence of the high intense peak at 2θ = 26.4°) as a 

consequence of a complete exfoliation of graphite during the synthesis of GO [33]. The spectra of 

the composites are all dominated by the reflections related to the presence of the TiO2 in its crystal 

habit of anatase without any significant change in the peak position or shape due to the reduction 

procedure, which, as expected, does not modify the crystallographic properties of the TiO2 

nanoparticles. Note that the low intensity peaks at 2θ = 24.57° and 23.0° of GO [28] are not visible 

in the TiO2-GO spectrum because of the low loading and of the overlap of this signal with the main 

peak of the anatase phase (25.3°). Furthermore, the spectra of TiO2-GO, TiO2-rGO(phot) and TiO2-

rGO(chem) show a very low intensity peak at roughly 2θ = 10-12°. This peak is due to the presence 
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of a small amount of GO [12,32,34] according to a not complete reduction of the GO structure to 

graphene.  

 

Please insert here Figure 1 

 
The morphology of the produced hybrids has been evaluated by means of high resolution 

transmission microscopy (HR-TEM). Fig. 2 shows the HR-TEM micrographs of TiO2-GO (sample 

not reduced, Fig. 2a) and of the composites obtained after chemical and photocatalytic reduction 

methods (5% rGO loadings, Fig. 2b and 3c respectively). From a morphological point of view, 

TiO2-GO, TiO2-rGO(chem) and TiO2-rGO(phot) show the same structure: TiO2 nanoparticles 

(average particle size 20 nm) are dispersed on the 2D layers of the graphenic structure (graphene 

nanoplatelets) in the form of clusters of the primary particles. 

 

Please insert here Figure 2 

 

The employed reduction methods have different effects on the mesoporosity of the prepared 

samples. This is shown in Fig. 3a, where the volume pore distribution of the two TiO2-rGO 

composites (5% rGO loadings) and TiO2 N100 is reported. TiO2-rGO(chem) and TiO2-rGO(phot) 

have two main families of pores, whose size are of about 25 Å and 75 Å as for TiO2 N100. These 

two TiO2-rGO composites have a surface area (see inset of Fig. 3a) greater than the starting 

commercial material (110 m2g-1, 120 m2g-1 for TiO2-rGO(chem) and TiO2-rGO(phot), respectively). 

It is to be noted moreover that the distribution of porosity and the specific surface area have been 

found to be influenced by the rGO loading. The presence of rGO increases the volume of the pores 

with diameter ~ 25 Å, while the average volume of the second family of pores (Ø ~ 75 Å) decreases 

with the increment of %rGO with a sharp change in the 10-20% range. Fig. 3b reports as an example the 
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results for the sample TiO2-rGO(phot), the inset shows the change in the SSA at different rGO 

loadings, note that both the samples with 5% (120 m2 g–1) and 10% (113 m2 g–1) show a significant 

higher value for the surface area than TiO2 N100, while the SSA value, like in the distribution of the 

pores, fades with a further increment of the carbonaceous phase loading (84 m2 g–1 for the sample with 

20% of rGO). As it will be seen in the followings, this behavior is strictly related to the electrochemical 

performance. 

 

Please insert here Figure 3 

 

The thermal stability of the TiO2-rGO samples (5% rGO loadings) was evaluated both in air and in 

nitrogen with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The tests carried out in air, unlike those in anoxic 

condition, allow a complete combustion of the carbon phase confirming in this way the actual 

carbon loading. Fig. 4a shows the thermogravimetric profiles of the samples in air, the main losses 

of weight happen in two different windows of temperature. In the 100-150°C temperature range we 

observed a 1% of loss for the TiO2 pristine while an higher loss, roughly 4%, was registered for the 

samples obtained by photocatalytic and chemical reduction. This loss can be easily related to the 

desorption of water slightly physisorbed at the surface of the samples. The second significant loss of 

weight was observed in the 400-600°C range, in these conditions the combustion of the 

carbonaceous structure of the rGO happens [35-38] and consequently a ~5% loss of weight was 

observed (note that the desired loadings of carbon in the samples was exactly 5%). The sample 

obtained by photocatalytic reduction shows a further loss of ~2-3% at 200°C ascribable to the 

presence of labile oxidized functional groups [36,39] in the graphenic structure even after the 

photocataltytic reduction. This suggests that the photocatalytic process with respect to the chemical 

one is less active in the reduction of the GO structure and consequently leaves some thermo-labile 

groups, which are lost at roughly ~200 °C.  
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In nitrogen atmosphere (Fig. 4b) the TiO2 N100 does not show significant weight loss, with the 

exception of the thermal desorption of the physisorbed water at ~100 °C. The other samples show 

an overall loss of weight equal to 7-8 % in three different temperature ranges: 100-110, 150-200 

and 450-500 °C. In the first range the desorption of the adsorbed water was observed, while in the 

other two ranges the thermal release of labile oxidized groups can be envisaged. Note that the 

thermal treatment of GO in anoxic conditions is a possible route for the reduction of GO to rGO. In 

pure nitrogen and at temperature of 450-500 °C the loss of oxidized moieties from GO structure is 

well documented [38,40].  

 

Please insert here Figure 4 

 

The elemental composition and the type of chemical bonds in the produced samples were 

investigated by ESCA-XPS. The full range XPS, the binding energy (BE) and the % atomic relative 

concentration of the deconvoluted components of each single photoelectric core line are reported as 

Supplementary Data (see Fig. S1 and Table S1-S6). Particular emphasis was paid to the C1s signals 

and their deconvolution (Fig. S2 and Fig. S3) from which it was possible to infer about the 

modifications of the oxidation state of carbon before and after the different reduction procedure 

concluding that the higher degree of reduction was obtained by the chemical reduction. 

3.3. Electrochemical behaviour 

The cyclic voltammetries (second cycle) reported in Fig. 5 for the synthesized rGO samples 

and pure TiO2 show a reduction peak in the branch going towards lower potentials and an oxidation 

one in the branch towards higher potentials, the peak positions are reported in Table 2. These results 

are in accord with the literature [15,28,42] and confirm the expected electrochemical process: the 

main redox reaction responsible for the electrochemical activity is the reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ 
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during the discharge and vice versa the oxidation of Ti3+ to Ti4+ during the charge process. 

Concurrently, the Li insertion-deinsertion reaction takes place as follows [41,43]: 

TiO2 + xLi+ + xe- ⇄ LixTiO2  

The voltammetric profiles for the various samples appear quite similar. In all cases the 

electrochemical process is reversible, anyway, some differences can be devised. In Fig. 5 TiO2-

rGO(chem) shows lower values of the peaks intensity while (see Table 2) the charge passed during 

reduction and oxidation is not so lower than the other cases. It can be hypothesized that the 

insertion-deinsertion rate of Li+ is limited in this case not by the transfer of Li+ ions in the 

electrolyte, which is the same in all cases, but by the surface conditions. This observation stems 

from the differences in specific surface and from the pore distribution data: as a matter of fact TiO2-

rGO(chem) shows a lower pore volume and a related larger width pores (see Fig 3a). 

The values of the difference between the peaks position, taken as a measure of the influence 

of the overpotential and of the conductivity, are quite similar but the lowest value shown by the 

TiO2-rGO(phot) sample would suggest a somehow lower influence of the conductivity limitation. 

 

Please insert here Figure 5 

 

 The performance of the samples in terms of specific capacity and rate capability 

during charge and discharge was evaluated upon repeated galvanostatic cycles at different C-rates 

from 1C to 40C. The voltage vs. specific capacity profiles related to the 2nd and 100th cycles 

recorded respectively at 1C and 10C (plots a and b of Fig. 6) are consistent with those reported in 

the literature [13]. All the samples show two plateaus at about 1.75 V and 2 V vs Li+/Li typical of 
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anatase, involving the phase transition tetragonal anatase TiO2 – orthorhombic anatase Li0.5TiO2 

with lithium insertion and viceversa [19]. As a matter of fact, although the theoretical capacity of 

anatase TiO2 is 330 mAh g−1, the practical achievable capacity is only half of it. This is mainly 

because the presence of Li higher than x = 0.5 in LixTiO2 leads to strong Li–Li interaction in the 

lattice [35,36,44].) 

As observed comparing Fig. 6a, and b, repeated cycling does not degrade the characteristic and the 

behavior of the TiO2-rGO(chem) and TiO2-rGO(phot). The capacity after 100 cycles (the first 50 

carried out at 1C, 25 at 5C and the last 25 at 10C, Fig 8c) is decreased with respect to that measured 

at the first cycle, but still indicates an electrochemically active electrode material. TiO2 N100, as 

expected taking into account its structural-morphological features [8,42], shows good cycle stability 

and appreciable specific capacity values at low currents only (Fig. 6a), while it shows a dramatic 

capacity fade at current regimes higher than 5C, Fig. 6b.  

These findings are completed by those reported in Fig. 6c. The limited decay of the capacity during 

the first cycles indicates that the structure of the active material stands well a high current 

formation, an important issue from the industrial viewpoint. The figure reports high capacity values 

at high current regimes in the case TiO2-rGO(chem) and TiO2-rGO(phot) while TiO2 N100 ceases 

to cycle. The rGO composites can still deliver one third of the initial capacity, at 40C. The effect of 

rGO on the conductivity of the samples is typical: almost negligible at lower currents, it becomes 

evident from 10C rate on. The capacity profile also reveals that the structure of the samples is not 

damaged by the high current cycling, in fact decreasing the current to 1C, after 175 cycles, the same 

initial 1C capacity values can be found in all samples.  

 Finally, Fig. 6d reports the behavior of the TiO2-rGO(photEL) sample, where the 

photocatalytic reduction of GO is carried out in situ on the electrode prepared with the mixture 

TiO2-GO. For sake of comparison the curve of the TiO2-rGO(phot) sample has been added. The 
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delivered specific capacities appear very close for the two samples, suggesting that it is possible to 

reduce the GO in a preassembled electrode allowing a further simplification of the whole process.  

Please insert here Figure 6 

 

3.3.1 Variation of the GO load 

Important results in terms of performance have been obtained by varying the GO load on the 

electrochemical properties of TiO2-rGO(chem) (Fig. 7a) and TiO2-rGO(phot) (Fig. 7b). Samples 

were prepared with different amounts of GO ranging from 0.5% to 20% w/w. In the plots the results 

with different GO amounts are reported along with the capacity recorded for the commercial sample 

without additive. A noticeable capacity increase is obtained increasing the rGO loading up to 10% 

w/w, while at 20% a significant decrease is shown. It is worth noting that while most of the samples 

show a limited capacity decay at the first cycles, on the contrary the 10% rGO sample shows an 

evident decay. The reason for this is not known, it appears to be a typical behavior of that particular 

sample only. 

Please insert here Figure 7 

 

Fig. 8 shows the average specific capacity for each C-rate tested recorded for TiO2-rGO(chem) (Fig. 

8a) and TiO2-rGO(phot) (Fig. 8b) as a function of the C-rate itself for the samples at 5, 10 an 20% 

of rGO together with the average capacity measured for TiO2-N100. The figure can be of help in 

finding out some explanation for the trend with a maximum in the specific capacity as a function of 

%rGO. In both cases the positive effect on the conductivity of the rGO addition is shown by the 

similar slope of the capacity variation with the C regime of rGO containing samples. In the case of 
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pure TiO2 on the contrary the slope is much steeper leading to 0 capacity at 20C. The curve of the 

samples at 10% rGO is similar but appears just shifted along the vertical axis with respect to 5 and 

20%. Such behavior suggests that the effect of %rGO is related not to a significant change in the 

conductivity (as is the case for the pure TiO2) but to the change in the active mass extent involved 

in the electrochemical process. The results reported in Fig 4b seem to confirm this proposition 

particularly for the 20% sample where the average volume of the second family of pores (Ø ~ 75 Å) 

appears markedly limited. The degree of porosity and the pore size distribution seem to be more 

important parameters than the specific surface itself. 

 

Please insert here Figure 8 

 

The comparison of the results of the 10% rGO sample, the most performing one, with the findings 

from the really extended bibliography regarding the TiO2/graphene composites is of great 

importance to evaluate how near we got to our aims. Of the most recent publications [6,17,21], the 

paper of Xie et al. [17] is particularly important as it reports in a condensed way the best results 

obtained by other researchers. Examination of the results puts in evidence that the discharge 

specific capacity of the samples, though synthesized via a simplified procedure starting from low 

cost industrially produced TiO2, differs (is lower) by not more than 20% with respect to the best 

results obtained in the literature, not only at low (1C) but also at high rate. Moreover, few 

references show good results at regimes higher than 20C, whereas we reported values up to 40C. 

The results appear satisfying, however we are not interested really in the maximum 

performance, but we aim at obtaining a material capable of fulfilling the industrial production 

issues. In this light, much work is still to be accomplished in order to assure a long operating 
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lifetime, that is a high number of cycles [7,17,21]. Another important aspect to be considered in the 

industrial transfer is the relation between the performance and the industrial characteristic such as 

the electrode loading. As it is well known, low loading value promotes high performance during 

cycling for a number of reasons like f. i. the lower thickness of the electrode. Li et al. [16] report 

specific capacities up to 30C similar to ours but with loading (4 mg/cm2 approx.) very near to that 

used in industrial LIB production, more than our 1 mg/cm2. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the procedure here reported Graphene Oxide (GO) was adhered to the TiO2 surface and 

successively reduced to rGO with the aim to obtain the desired electrical conductivity [45]. Such 

material proved not only to be capable of standing a high discharge current value, i. e. 40C 

(complete charge or discharge in a minute and a half) but supported also a high rate (1C) regime 

during the initial cycling showing that a rapid formation stage is possible. 

Another interesting result is the modification of the photocatalytic reduction step which was 

carried out directly on the anodes prepared from the TiO2-GO composite. This is a further 

simplification of the process moving it closer to the industrial needs.  

The performance of the material obtained via an industry-oriented process has given good 

results in terms of discharge specific capacity, comparable to those reported in the literature. 

However much work is still to be accomplished, and it is actually being carried out, to assure a high 

number of cycles before the end of the operating life and extend the high performance also at an 

industry level loading of the electrode. 
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Table 1. Acronyms used to identify the synthesized composites. 

Acronym Description 

TiO2 N100 TiO2 Hombikat N100 (anatase) 

TiO2-GO Composite TiO2 N100 + 5% Graphene Oxide as synthesized 

TiO2-rGO(chem) Composite TiO2 N100 + 5% reduced-Graphene Oxide (chemical 
reduction with hydrazine) 

TiO2-rGO(phot) Composite TiO2 N100 + 5% reduced-Graphene Oxide (photocatalytic 
reduction) 

TiO2-rGO(photEL) TiO2-GO (70%) + acetylene black (20%) + PVdF (10%), casted on 
copper foil (photocatalytic reduction) 
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Table 2. Main features of the cathodic and anodic peaks recorded during the 2nd cycle of the cyclic 

voltammetry on TiO2-100, TiO2-rGO(chem) and TiO2-rGO(phot) electrodes (rGO loadings 5%). 

(scan rate = 0.1 mV s-1). 

 

Sample TiO2 -N100 TiO2-rGO(chem) TiO2-rGO(phot) 

Cathodic Peak    

Potential vs Li+/Li (V) 1.71 1.72 1.74 

Intensity (mA g–1) -496 -264 -645 

Charge (C g–1) 44 37 43 

Anodic Peak    

Potential vs Li+/Li (V) 2.02 2.05 2.0 

Intensity (mA g–1) 700 386 667 

Charge (C g–1) 49 41 44 

Delta V 0.31 0.33 0.26 
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Captions to Figures 

Fig. 1. X-ray Diffraction spectra (from bottom to top) of the graphite used for the synthesis of GO, 

TiO2 N100, TiO2-GO, TiO2-rGO (chem) and TiO2-rGO (phot). For all the hybrids GO/rGO loading 

5%. 

Fig. 2. HR-TEM micrographs of a) TiO2-GO, b) TiO2-rGO(chem) and c) TiO2-rGO(phot) 

composites. Original magnifications:  80 k. 

Fig. 3. Pore volume distribution and specific surface area (inset) for a) TiO2 N100, TiO2-

rGO(chem) and TiO2-rGO(phot) with a 5% rGO loading; b) TiO2-rGO(phot) with different rGO 

loadings. 

Fig. 4. Thermogravimetric analysis in a) air and b) nitrogen of TiO2 N100, TiO2-rGO(chem) and 

TiO2-rGO(phot) composites (rGO loading 5%). 

Fig. 5. Second cycle of the cyclic voltammetry for TiO2-N100 (black line), TiO2-rGO(chem) (red 

line) and TiO2-rGO(phot) (blue line). The potential was scanned between 1.0 and 3.0 V vs Li+/Li 

for 5 times at 0.1 mV s-1. 

Fig. 6. Potential vs. Specific Capacity profiles at 1C (a) and 10C (b) (2nd and 100th cycle 

respectively) extracted from the galvanostatic cycling test for TiO2-N100 (black line), TiO2-

rGO(chem) (red line) and TiO2-rGO(phot) (blue line); c) Specific charge capacity at different C-rate 

(i.e. C, 5C, 10C, 20C, 30C, 40C and C) of TiO2-rGO and commercial TiO2 N100 samples. d) 

Comparison between the cycling performances of samples reduced with Photocatalytic methods: 

UV-irradiation occurred in aqueous medium or directly on pre-formed electrode (TiO2-rGO(phot) 

and TiO2-rGO(photEL), respectively). 

Fig. 7. Specific capacity upon charge/discharge cycles for (a) TiO2-rGO(chem) (b) and TiO2-

rGO(phot) b), with different amount of GO loading (i.e from 0.5% up to 20%).  

Fig. 8. Average specific capacity for each C-rate tested of (a) TiO2-rGO(chem) and (b) TiO2-

rGO(phot) as a function of the C-rate itself for the samples at 0, 5, 10 and 20% of rGO. 
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ESCA-XPS characterization of the TiO2-rGO samples 

The full range XPS spectra of the studied materials are reported in Fig. S1 of the Supplementary 

Data. In all the cases the spectra are dominated by the peaks of titanium (Ti2p doublet), oxygen (O 

Auger series and O1s core line) and carbon (C1s), thus confirming the absence of foreign elements 

in the structure of the produced materials. More detailed information was obtained from the analysis 

of each single photoelectric core line, which were acquired using a higher resolution and longer 

acquisition time respect to the survey spectra. The binding energy (BE) and the % atomic relative 

concentration of each deconvoluted component were summarized in the tables reported in SI (from 

Table S1 to Table S6).  

In all the samples the main peak of titanium is located around 459 eV, energy value in good 

agreement with the ones reported for TiO2 crystalline structure [1]. The principal line of the oxygen 

can be splitted into a main component at 530 eV related to the oxygen in the TiO2 structure and one 

or two components at higher BE (532-533 eV) due to the presence of C-O and C-OH bonds in the 

GO and rGO phases [2]. Note that the relative atomic abundance of titanium and oxygen in the 

sample is in all the cases equal to 1:2, as predicted by the stoichiometry and as a consequence of the 

absence of significant modifications of the TiO2 structure with the adopted treatments. The 

experimental uncertainty related to the evaluation of the atomic relative concentration is in the 3-4% 

range. 

From the deconvolution of the C1s signals it was possible to infer about the modifications of the 

oxidation state of carbon before and after the different reduction procedure. Fig. S2 shows the 

overlap of the C1s signals (normalized) for the investigated samples. The spectrum of TiO2-GO is 

dominated by two main overlapped peaks while in the case of reduced samples only a main peak 

dominates the spectra with a complex shoulder at higher BE.  

                                                        
[1] A.V. Naumkin, A. Kraut-Vass, S.W. Gaarenstroom, C.J. Powell, NIST X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Database. 
NIST Standard Reference Database 20, Version 4.1, http://srdata.nist.gov/xps/selEnergyType.aspx, last access 19th July 
2016 
[2] L.J. Cote, R. Cruz-Silva, J. Huang, Flash Reduction and Patterning of Graphite Oxide and Its Polymer Composite, J. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 131 (2009) 11027–11032. 



Fig. S3 shows the deconvolution of the C1s peak in its main Gaussian components. The fitting of 

the C1s peak of TiO2-GO hybrid (Fig. S3a) shows the presence of three peaks centered at 284.6, 

286.6 and 288.9 eV, respectively. The peak at lower BE is related to carbon in sp2 hybridization 

condition typical of graphitic/graphenic structures. While the components at higher BE can be 

related to carbon atom in higher state of oxidation. The relative weight of the graphenic carbon with 

respect to the oxidized one is roughly equal to 43.8 % (see Table S2). The results of the reduction 

procedure are well seen in Fig. S3b and S3c. The spectra of the TiO2-rGO(chem.) and TiO2-

rGO(phot) are quite similar. In both cases the main component is the peak due to the graphenic 

carbon, while the related shoulder can be fitted with at least four other components. Interesting, in 

both cases the relative weight of the graphenic carbon with respect to the oxidized one increase to 

57.3 % and 51.5 % for the TiO2-rGO(chem.) and TiO2-rGO(phot), respectively, as a proof of an 

effective reduction of the GO structure (see Table S4 and S6). Note that the higher degree of 

reduction has been obtained by the chemical reduction.  



 

Fig. S1 Survey XPS spectrum of a) TiO2- GO, b) TiO2-rGO(chem), c) TiO2-rGO(phot). 

 

Fig. S2. XPS of C1s core lines for TiO2-rGO and TiO2-GO composites (GO/rGO loading 5%). 



 

Fig. S3. Peak deconvolution of C(1s) XPS core level of a) TiO2- GO, b) TiO2-rGO(chem) and c) 
TiO2-rGO(phot) with a 5% GO/rGO loading. 



Table S1. Description of bonds and atomic abundances calculated from the fitted components of C, 
O and Ti core peaks for TiO2 – GO (GO loading 5%). 

 

Component BE (eV) 
Conc.  

at % 

Atomic 
content 

C1s 284.6 8.5 19.4 

C1s 286.6 8.6 

C1s 288.9 2.3 

O1s 530.3 43.7 59.8 

O1s 532.0 12.2 

O1s 533.0 4.0 

Ti2p 459.2 20.8 20.8 
 

 
Table S2. XPS data of TiO2–GO deconvoluted into three peaks; Binding energies (eV) and relative 

area percentages for C1s. 

 

Component BE (eV) 
Conc. 

at % 

Atomic 
content 

C1s 284.6 43.8 100 

C1s 286.6 44.6 

C1s 288.9 11.7 

 



Table S3. Description of bonds and atomic abundances calculated from the fitted components of C, 
O and Ti core peaks for TiO2 – rGO(chem) (rGO loading 5%). 
 
 

Component BE (eV) 
Conc.  
at % 

Atomic 
content 

C1s 284.4 20.1 35.1 

C1s 286.1 8.2 

C1s 289.5 2.3 

C1s 291.9 1.4 

C1s 287.9 3.1 

O1s 530.5 37.2 49.1 

O1s 532.2 9.4 

O1s 533.72 2.42 

Ti2p 459.15 15.88 15.88 

 
 
Table S4. XPS data of TiO2 – rGO(chem) deconvoluted into five peaks; Binding energies (eV) and 

relative area percentages for C1s. 

 

Component BE (eV) 
Conc.  
at % 

Atomic 
content 

C1s 284.4 57.3 100 

C1s 286.1 23.3 

C1s 289.5 6.6 

C1s 291.9 4.1 

C1s 287.9 8.7 

 
 
 
 



Table S5. Description of bonds and atomic abundances calculated from the fitted components of C, 
O and Ti core peaks for TiO2–rGO(phot) (rGO loading 5%). 
 

Component BE (eV) 
Conc.  
at % 

Atomic 
content 

C1s 284.3 15.9 30.9 

C1s 285.7 7.9 

C1s 287.1 3.3 

C1s 289.2 2.8 

C1s 291.1 1.1 

O1s 530.8 40.8 49.9 

O1s 532.8 9.1 

Ti2p 459.4 19.2 19.2 

 
 
Table S6. XPS data of TiO2 – rGO(phot) deconvoluted into five peaks; Binding energies (eV) and 

relative area percentages for C1s. 

 

Component BE (eV) 
Conc.  
at % 

Atomic 
content 

C1s 284.3 51.5 100.0 

C1s 285.7 25.6 

C1s 287.1 10.5 

C1s 289.2 8.9 

C1s 291.1 3.5 

 


